
PATUS+ 

Timber/composite windows and doors for refurbishing and 
new build 

- in a classic building style 

  

The PATUS+® range is similar to the PATUS range, produced with the same solid 
timber construction. The only difference is that PATUS+ is provided with external 
aluminium cladding attached with clips, ensuring minimum maintenance. PATUS+ is 
particularly suitable for refurbishing older buildings but is also ideal for new build if a 
classic facade expression is desired. 

 

     

 
Handles, colours and panes 

The PATUS+ product range is fitted with Rationel handles and an espagnolette system 
as standard. The espagnolette system features an integrated friction brake so that 
your windows can stay open in any arbitrary position. The PATUS+ product range is 
available in a wide range of standard colours, and you can choose from a wide 
selection of energy efficient panes, depending on the function of the window in your 
home. If it is a bathroom window, you can choose between several different panes 
which obscure the view into the bathroom. 



  

     

 
PATUS+ energy efficient windows are available in many different styles and designs. 
All types are divided by bars and come in several variants. Terrace and front doors 
with glass and aluminium panels are also included in this range. They are easy to join 
and therefore suitable for complex window solutions. 

  
Opening types and sizes 

PATUS+ windows and doors are available in a wide range of opening functions, each of 
which is designed to meet a specific need. I.e. if you live on the fifth floor and you 
cannot clean your windows from the outside, you can choose a sideguided window 
where the sash can be cleaned from the inside.  

You can read more about the PATUS+ product range at rationel.co.uk 
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